Clinical, cytogenetic and molecular-cytogenetic characterization of a patient with a de novo tandem proximal-intermediate duplication of 16q and review of the literature.
Partial trisomy 16 is rare and most of the reported cases are secondary to chromosome rearrangements resulting in concurrent monosomies or trisomies of a second chromosome. Only a few patients survive the neonatal period and the duplication of the long arm seems to be mainly responsible for the prenatal lethality of the full trisomy 16. The reported patients with a partial 16q trisomy have a wide spectrum of congenital anomalies that include dysmorphic features, central nervous system malformations, failure to thrive, and club feet. The patients with duplications of proximal 16q frequently have short stature, developmental delay, speech delay, learning difficulties, and mild to severe behavioral problems. Here we describe a patient with an inverted de novo tandem duplication of 16q with breakpoints evaluated in detail by molecular-cytogenetic techniques. Main clinical features include postural, motor and speech delay with severe learning difficulties and behavioral problems, obesity, microcephaly, and mild dysmorphic features. In the report we attempt to classify the few reported patients with pure partial duplications of 16q in more narrow and homogeneous groups: proximal, proximal-intermediate, intermediate, and intermediate-distal duplications. Moreover, we emphasize the importance of proper cytogenetic investigation and complete molecular cytogenetic refinement in all cases with a suspected chromosomal anomaly.